Head Morphology and Degree of Variation in *Lacerta bilineata*, *Podarcis muralis* and *Podarcis sicula*

Morfología de la Cabeza y el Grado de Variación en *Lacerta bilineata*, *Podarcis muralis* y *Podarcis sicula*


**SUMMARY:** The morphology of cephalic scales in Lacertids is organised in well defined geometrical structures. The variation of these elements is related to the underlying bone growth and morphogenesis, but it is also associated with the muscular system and the sutural dynamics. In this paper, the patterns of variation of the cephalic scales have been compared between three common Mediterranean species: *Podarcis muralis*, *Podarcis sicula* and *Lacerta bilineata*. The morphospace generated by the morphological relationships within the cephalic system in these three species is investigated in order to consider their degree of variation and their anatomical peculiarities. Generally, *Lacerta* is 64% larger than *Podarcis*, shows a relative reduction of the frontal scale, enlarged fronto-parietal structures, and stretched occipital area. *L. bilineata* shows the smaller degree of variation within the shape space, while *P. muralis* shows the highest values. The morphology of the two genera is definitely different mostly because of allometric variation. Non-allometric distinctions between the three species are subtle but detectable. The degree and pattern of variation are interpreted in terms of possible environmental pressures and of functional cranial dynamics associated with the fronto-parietal suture, respectively. In this sense, the structural relationships between bones and scales are of particular interest to further investigate ontogeny and phylogeny in reptiles.
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**INTRODUCTION**

In vertebrates, a large part of the morphological differences are associated with size-related changes due to variations in rates or timing of growth and developmental processes (Gould, 1977; Shea, 1992; Klingenberg, 1998). Some allometric traits can be fitness-related (i.e., they can be intended as actual evolutionary adaptations), while others can be neutral consequences of rearrangements of the functional and structural organisation when scaled at different size. Recent studies on lizards have described allometric patterns of skull (Monteiro & Abe, 1997; Barahona & Barbadillo, 1998) or of cephalic scales (Bruner et al., 2005; Bruner & Costantini 2007; Kaliontzopoulou et al., 2007; 2008). All these reports describe a differential allometric rate along the cephalic axis, mainly associated with an antero-posterior growth gradient. In terms of anatomy, such patterns of variation are supposed to be influenced by the growth and development of the cranial bones. The fronto-parietal suture, which is positioned under the frontoparietal scales, has been hypothesised to be a major pace-maker of the head elongation (Bruner & Costantini). Diet and mating can also have a role in shaping the cephalic scales, through the muscles (jaw adductors and nuchal attachments) associated with feeding, coupling, or fighting (Bruner et al.).

The Italian lacertid fauna is mainly characterised by the following three species (Corti & Lo Cascio, 1999): the common wall lizard *Podarcis muralis*, the Italian wall lizard *Podarcis sicula* and the western green lizard *Lacerta bilineata*. In this paper, we compare the cephalic morphology of these three Mediterranean species, analysed separately in previous studies, in order to generate a common multivariate space able to describe these taxa in terms of degree of variation and position along the patterns of covariance.
The structure of the morphological space (morphospace, or shape space when dealing only with the shape differences) is related to the magnitude of within-sample variation and to the relationships between the anatomical elements. Hence, such multivariate space supplies a synthetic view of overall morphological differences within a framework generated by the rules underlying the spatial organisation of the anatomical system. Apart from the classic use of these procedures (i.e., to describe the patterns of covariation generating the final phenotypes and the departures from such trajectories), the analysis of the morphospace can also provide information on the level of organisation of the overall anatomical unit: the degree of variability and the modularity of the system.

The aim of the present analysis is to investigate the differences between these three species in terms of patterns and degree of variation, providing inferences on the factors involved in the regulation of their phenotypes in terms of structural and functional relationships. These factors are supposed to be directly related to the species-specific evolutionary and ecological frameworks.

MATERIAL AND METHOD

The sample includes specimens collected as prey remains from nest-boxes of Eurasian kestrels *Falco tinnunculus* (Costantini et al., 2005, 2007) and specimens directly photographed in the field by capture-release. Prey remains were used only when the preservation was sufficient enough to investigate head morphology and recognise the species.

All the individuals were recovered around Rome between 1999 and 2005.

These species, (mostly the Genus *Podarcis*, and in particular *Podarcis muralis*) are recognised to present a very large variability, involving taxonomical problems (Corti & Lo Cascio, 1999). However, the information available on this issue is only restricted to body size and to the chromatic patterns. Also, such recognised variability is not only associated with inter-population variation, but also with intrapopulational one. Hence, although our sample comes from a single geographic location, the problem of geographical variability seems to be not easily resolved by a different source of specimens. Also, this study is interested in the patterns of covariation more than to the variation per se. Therefore, supposing that the species-specific geographical variability is anyway expressed onto the same model of biological organisation, the specific geographical origin of our sample should not bias the analysis of the correlation between traits. This is even more reasonable taking into account that the specimens of all the three species have the same geographical provenience, being the environmental variation only related to the species-specific microclimatic differences.

Every species was represented by 40 individuals (sexes are pooled). The cephalic area of each specimen was photographed in dorsal view, and the images were used to sample a bilateral configuration of 14 bidimensional landmarks localised at the boundaries of frontal, frontoparietal, interparietal, and occipital scales (Fig. 1; see Bruner et al.; Bruner & Costantini (2007) for further details). Coordinates were sampled using tpsDig 1.20 (Rohlf, 1998).

Fig. 1. The analysis has been computed using a bilateral 2D configuration with 14 landmarks, localising the boundaries of the frontal (FR), fronto-parietal (FP), parietal (PA), interparietal (IP), and occipital (OC) scales.
The shape space was investigated through geometric morphometrics (Zelditch et al., 2004). The coordinates were superimposed through a Procrustes approach and the differences were analysed by using multivariate ordination techniques (Bookstein, 1991). Generalised Procrustes Analysis (GPA) compares the configurations after translation to a common centroid, scaling to unitary centroid size, and rotation in order to minimise the differences between corresponding landmarks through a least-square procedure. In shape analysis, the covariation between the residuals within the sample is used to perform multivariate ordinations able to localise vectors (i.e., linear combination of the variables) explaining the structure of the morphological variability. Shape variation was analysed by Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Canonical Variates Analysis (CVA). The degree of variation within the shape space for each species was quantified using the species-specific standard deviation on each PCA axis. The relationship between shape and centroid size was tested by univariate regression on the principal components, multivariate regression on the whole shape variables through partial least square approach, and regression of the centroid size onto the shape residuals, both in the pooled sample and separating the two genera. This last approach computes the regression of the size and shape deviations of each specimen from the respective group-specific mean (pooled within-group regression; Klingenberg, 2008). The covariation between size and shape is then computed according to the residuals of each specimen relatively to the average values of its group. This approach is necessary mostly when dealing with taxa that differ in size, as in the present study in which L. bilineata is definitely larger than the two Podarcis species (see below).

Geometric morphometric was performed through symmetrised bilateral configurations using Morphol J 1.00 (Klingenberg, 2008). Partial Least Square regression was computed with tpsPLS 1.18 (Rohlf, 2006).

Because of the discrete separation between the two genera within the shape space (see Results), a further analysis was computed pooling the two Podarcis species and providing a direct (pairwise) comparison between the two groups also through Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis (EDMA; Richstmeier et al., 2002). EDMA compares the average forms through computing the ratio of every possible interlandmark distance, and considering the 95% confidence intervals for each diameter. L. bilineata was used as numerator, and, consequently, for each interlandmark distance the respective value represents the ratio between the L. bilineata figure and the Podarcis figure. EDMA was performed using WinEdma (Cole, 2002). Because of the superimposition-free approach of this method, the comparison was computed using a unilateral configuration (right side). Univariate and bivariate statistics were computed with PAST 1.81 (Hammer et al., 2001).

RESULTS

Shape space. A Principal Component Analysis shows that the morphospace is characterised by a dominant first axis, with successive components smoothly and gradually decreasing the explained variance. Hence, there is no steep point of curvature along the resulting scree plot, suggesting a homogeneous distribution of the whole variability through the shape space (Figs. 2a,b). Although 95% of the whole variation is expressed in the first 9 components, only the first 4 principal axes explain more than 5% each. This value is often used as rule of thumb conventional threshold to discard minor components possibly associated more with noise than with useful statistical signal. Considering these first four morphological vectors, P. muralis is 1.43 times more variable than P. sicula, and 1.99 times more variable than L. bilineata (Figs. 2c,d). The larger variation in Podarcis is related to the first three components, and largely associated with the second one for P. muralis. L. bilineata shows a similar degree of variation between these four axes, while the other two species display different values for each component.

The first two components account for 57% of the variance (Fig. 3). The first component (38%) separates L. bilineata from both Podarcis species (P < 0.001), and is associated with a relatively shorter frontal, longer frontoparietal scales, anterior enlargement of the intraparietal area, and posterior stretching of the occipital scale in the former group. The second component (19%) further separates the two genera (P < 0.001). PC2 is associated with a frontoparietal widening and an anterior enlargement of the interparietal scale in L. bilineata.

A Canonical Variates Analysis succeeds in separating the three species (Fig. 4). The first discrimination axis separates the two genera through a vector similar to the first principal component. Actually, this axis and the first component of variation are largely correlated (R = 0.82). The second axis separates P. muralis and P. sicula, by means (in the latter) of a reduction of occipital and interparietal scales and a relative enlargement of the frontoparietal area.

Allometry. The centroid size is larger in L. bilineata (P < 0.001). According to the partial least square regression, size accounts for 77% of the shape variation within the present sample (R = 0.88, P=0.001). A multiple regression between the centroid size and the first four shape components gives a similar result (R²adj = 0.78, P < 0.001). The allometric vector computed by PLS approach or by using the pooled residuals is definitely similar to the first principal components, being PC1 and centroid size markedly correlated (R = 0.86; P <
Fig. 2. a) Scatter plot of the whole sample after Procrustes superimposition; b) scree plot of the Principal Component Analysis, showing the single (%) and cumulative (CUM) variance for the first ten components; c) variation (as standard deviation) in *L. bilineata* (LB), *P. muralis* (PM), and *P. sicula* (PS) for the first four components; d) cumulative variation in each species for the first four components.

Fig. 3. First and second principal components, and distribution of the three species (LB: *L. bilineata*; PM: *P. muralis*; PS: *P. sicula*). Wireframes show the geometrical patterns associated with the two covariation axes.
Fig. 4. Canonical Variates Analysis, showing the two discrimination vectors between the three species and the associated patterns of variation (labels as in Fig. 3).

Fig. 5. Regression between centroid size and shape variation by using the whole sample (upper plot) and the within-genus variation (lower plot) for Podarcis (pooled species, grey dots) and L. bilineata (black dots). The thin-plate spline deformation grids show the two allometric patterns, from larger to smaller sizes.
0.001) (Fig. 5a). No other principal components present a significant correlation with size. Along this allometric pattern, the distribution of the two Podarcis species largely overlaps, while the distribution of L. bilineata is discretely separated by means of its larger size. The trajectories of the two genera seem to show some minor differences in their parameters, but such differences are not significant when the 95% confidence intervals are computed for their major axes. In fact, the estimates of both slopes and intercepts largely overlap. Furthermore, an analysis of covariance fails to report significant differences in the shape between the two groups when size is taken into account as a covariate. The Podarcis group shows a stronger correlation between size and shape changes (R = 0.66, P < 0.001) than L. bilineata (R = 0.44, P = 0.005).

If the first principal component is eliminated by using a multivariate projection (Burnaby’s removal), a successive discrimination analysis fails to recognise significant residual differences between the two groups (P = 0.10).

When the regression is computed on the genus-specific variation, the two genera show similar shape changes but scaled at the genus-specific size range (Fig. 5b). While the general allometric vector is only correlated with PC1, this pooled-within group vector is correlated both with PC1 (R = 0.80, P < 0.001) and PC2 (R = 0.59, P < 0.001). Being a combination of the first two principal components, the morphological variation associated with this second allometric pattern is different from the previous (pooled) one, mostly because of the opposite movement of the anterior boundary of the interparietal scale. This variation generates from larger to smaller figures a geometrical compression in the middle of the frontoparietal scale.

It is worth noting that if the pooled within-group regression is performed separating each species instead of the two genera the results are the same, both in terms of values and geometrical pattern (data not shown). This is someway expected, considering the overlap in both shape and size for the two Podarcis species.

**Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis.** Considering that the two Podarcis species largely overlap within the shape space while L. bilineata is discretely separated by this group, a form pairwise comparison was computed between the two genera by using an EDMA approach to analyse the absolute (quantitative) differences between the two groups in terms of ratios for every interlandmark distance.

The analysis of the form difference matrix shows that L. bilineata has diameters ranging from 130% to 220% of those from the Podarcis species, with a median value of 164% (Fig. 6). The diameters with values less than one standard deviation from this average (that is, those showing the lesser increase) are those related to the size of the frontal scale, while those exceeding one standard deviation (that is, those showing the larger increase) are associated with the size of the frontoparietal area and lengthening of interparietal and occipital scales. The anterior border of the interparietal scale is an outlier of this distribution, showing a value of 2.20. This means that L. bilineata displays an average value as much as 120% larger than the Podarcis figure.

![Fig. 6. Euclidean Distance Matrix Analysis on the hemiconfiguration between Lacerta bilineata and Podarcis. The histogram shows the distribution of the values from the Form Difference Matrix (FDM) computed using Lacerta bilineata as numerator, showing a median increase of 64%, with a general range spanning from 130% (ratio 1.3) to 220% (ratio 2.2). The upper diagram shows the diameters from the FDM with values larger (black) and lower (grey) than one standard deviation (i.e., lengthening much more or much less than the average increase) onto the right hemiconfiguration, with their respective ratios.](image-url)
DISCUSSION

The anatomy of cephalic scales of lizards displays a clear geometrical organisation, which is easily investigated through landmark-based morphometrics. In the present analysis, we described the morphological variations, similarities and differences between the most representative lacertid species of the Italian peninsula, belonging to the genera *Lacerta* and *Podarcis*. These two genera are discretely separated by virtue of size differences, being the green lizard in average 64% larger than the *Podarcis* group. The dimensional differences between the two genera are not homogeneous, increasing from the anterior areas (35-50% larger in *Lacerta*) to the posterior ones (80-90%). An outstanding difference is represented by the length of the anterior border of the interparietal scale, averaging in the green lizard 2.2 times the figure of the small species.

The morphospace generated by the covariations within this sample is not particularly polarised along a few and well-separated principal components. Generally, the more a morphological system is integrated, the more the multivariate space is characterised by few dominant vectors (Wagner, 1984). In this case, we may, therefore, suggest that the head scale variation, although characterised by some factors organising the gross spatial relationships, does not show a very strict regulation of the evolutionary morphological patterns through marked functional constraints.

Size related differences account for a large part of the shape variation (77%), including two sources of allometric changes: interspecific absolute variations (characterising the first morphological component) and intraspecific relative variations (characterising the first two morphological components).

These two kinds of variation (intra and inter-specific) require different statistical models and different biological interpretations (Martin & Barbour, 1989), and their joint analysis in a multivariate approach may generate mixed perspectives (Mitteroecker et al., 2004). In a multivariate context, an intra-specific covariation pattern is supposed to be the result of a true biological factor creating functional and structural relationships between the anatomical elements. On the other hand, a vector associated with inter-specific
variation may not be necessarily related to a real biological trajectory, being influenced by species-specific adaptations and discontinuities. Hence, a joint analysis will produce a rotation of the resulting multivariate space influenced by both Gaussian random variations (i.e., intra-specific components) and non-normal distributions associated with adaptive changes (i.e., inter-specific components). When these two sources of variability are not undeniably organised along the same axes of covariation, the resulting space projection must be properly interpreted. In the present analysis, the first principal component and the general allometric vector should be intended as a general trend more than an actual biological signal, being a multivariate projection of two sources of variation. As a matter of fact, the overall geometric pattern computed on the whole sample, although strongly discriminant and definitely organising the morphospace, is different from those measured for the two groups, separately (Bruner et al.; Bruner & Costantini). On the other hand, the pooled within-group regression (a combination of the first two components of shape) gives a morphological pattern definitely comparable to that described for each group, which must be assumed to represent a true biological component. Such pattern is shared by the three species, with similar shape changes at different size (i.e., larger for _L. bilineata_).

When the allometric component is eliminated, residual differences are hard to detect. This is also due to the different magnitude of these general allometric constraints, being the morphological variation in _L. bilineata_ less strongly correlated to size. However, the most striking difference between the general and groups-specific allometric patterns is the behaviour of the anterior interparietal landmark. The same trait (anterior enlargement of the interparietal scale in _L. bilineata_) represents the most exceptional difference when the two forms of the two genera are compared. This feature is not actually associated with any of the true allometric schemes detected in _Podarcis_ or _Lacerta_. Hence, it may be supposed to be a size independent trait of _L. bilineata_. The interparietal scale covers the parietal foramen, associated with the underlying pineal system (Fig. 7). The parietal eye includes lens, retina, and other photoreceptive structures, related to the hormonal activity of the pineal gland. Interestingly, although detailed information on this anatomical trait is incredibly scarce, _L. bilineata_ also shows long pineal extensions when compared with other lacertid species, such as _P. muralis_ (Gundy & Wurst, 1976). Hence, it should be tested whether or not the non-allometric enlargement of the interparietal scale in _L. bilineata_ is associated with its peculiar pineal anatomy.

Concerning the true shared allometric trend, we have already suggested how these morphogenetic patterns could be particularly influenced by both soft and hard tissues, the former through the relationships between scales and the underlying muscular masses (Bruner et al.), the latter by means of the dynamics of fronto-parietal suture (Bruner & Costantini). Such suture is a relevant modulator of the lizard skull morphogenesis and kinesis (Barahona & Barbabíllo). In this sense, the structural and functional relationships between bones and scales are particularly informative and can provide very relevant cues on the cranial dynamics in lizards (see Fig. 7).

All these notes are mainly aimed at comparing the similarities and differences between _L. bilineata_ and the two _Podarcis_ species, taking into account the large morphological affinity between the two small-sized lizards. Nonetheless, although _P. muralis_ and _P. sicula_ basically share also a similar allometric pattern, _P. sicula_ shows relatively larger frontoparietal scales and a reduction of the occipital area (Bruner & Costantini). The current discrimination analysis, including the variation of _L. bilineata_, supports our previous findings.

A final note concerns the degree of variation. _L. bilineata_ is the most homogeneous and, at the same time, the less variable species. On the other hand, _P. muralis_ shows the largest degree of phenotypic variation and heterogeneity along the morphological vectors, mostly on those axes associated with the allometric changes. Such differences in species distribution within the morphospace should be interpreted in terms of both phenotypic plasticity and strength of the allometric component. The phenotypic plasticity accounts for the overall variation (i.e., the range of dispersion of the taxon within the multivariate space), while the strength of the allometric component mirrors the homogeneity of distribution (i.e., the direction of the dispersion within the morphospace). Concerning variation, _P. muralis_ has been already supposed to display a marked phenotypic plasticity (Oliviero et al., 2000). Concerning homogeneity, _L. bilineata_ seems to display smaller allometric constraints, as quantified by the differences in correlation coefficients between size and shape.

If the present sample sufficiently represents the actual species-specific variation, we should interpret these differences in terms of genetics (selection) or physiology (environmental response). The smaller variation in _L. bilineata_ can be associated with factors influenced by its larger size, such as metabolic or biomechanical constraints. The differences between the two _Podarcis_ species are more interesting because the two species have a similar body size. Although generally overlapping in terms of gross geographical distribution and body size, _P. muralis_ and _P. sicula_ present some definite ecological and evolutionary differences that seem to make them not sister species (Capula...
et al., 1993; Corti & Lo Cascio; Oliverio et al., 1998, 2000; Harris et al., 2005; Arnold et al., 2007). As far as ecology, *P. sicula* is much more ground-dwelling than *P. muralis*. Also, a study carried out in the same geographic area of the of the present study shows that *P. muralis* is more generalist than *P. sicula* in terms of microhabitat preferences (Capula et al.). Moreover, the population density of *P. muralis* is higher than that of *P. sicula* in humid places with thick vegetation, while *P. sicula* is more abundant in sunny dry places (Capula et al.). Size is a limiting factor for arboreal locomotion, and the larger variation in *P. muralis* mostly toward the lower ranges of the size distribution may be related to this more generalised environment. A wider range in size (and consequently in shape) may be hence selected to exploit more different resources in terms of habitats, or may induce secondarily to the use of a wider environmental spectrum. Be it cause or consequence, it seems reasonable that the secondarily to the use of a wider environmental spectrum. In terms of functional craniology (Moss & Young, 1960), the most intriguing topic of next studies should be the structural relationships and biomechanical interactions between bones and scales, within the patterns of morphological integration associated with the cephalic evolutionary dynamics.
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